
SUCCESSFUL DIGITAL MARKETING CASE STUDIES

In this post, we'll talk about how to calculate your expected results when hiring a digital marketing agency and present
some case studies of real companies that.

Calculating ROI for Social Media Social media is one of the toughest areas of marketing to justify to
executives in terms of spend. The overall positive engagement of their Facebook page grew from 6. This
product helped family members to transfer their favorite shows on mobiles or tablets and enjoy every bit of it.
The direct result of this misplaced campaign came in the form of a strong social media backlash and droves of
negative press - two elements of any digital marketing campaign that you should avoid of all costs. The online
travel company used Independence Day as the major event to target the youth by rewinding the revolutionary
efforts for independence. Each represents an aspect of best practice we've found useful when teaching digital
marketing, and if you're joining us for a Digital Training Academy, then ask about case studies in your sector.
Maybe you want to maximize the amount of traffic that you drive to a specific page. There are a couple of
things to be aware of here: When a product on your site is purchased, you might have both e-commerce
revenue and a goal value captured for a single transaction depending on how Google Analytics is set up on
your site. This is for the time that any sports team followed a digital idea. This double counts revenue, which
can throw off your numbers. If you'd like to submit examples of your work then email them into CaseStudies
DigitalTrainingAcademy. As a result, customers resorted to calling support with basic requests, tying up
support lines, causing customer dissatisfaction and increased support costs. Of course, this is just a break even
rate. Conclusion While these campaigns are all very different, the common thread between them is the use of
digital channels and strategies to raise brand awareness and stand out from the competition in their industry.
While being controversial and touching on difficult themes can serve to empower a digital marketing
campaign and the people that engage with it, unless your product, service or message is in-line with the theme
in question, as well as your brand values, you should avoid this approach at all costs. Does your business need
direction in digital next year? Do these best digital marketing case studies in provides inspiration for ? One of
the most popular is their weekly photo challenge, where State Bicycle Co. The result was 7, consumers opting
in. Best of all?


